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Le Patin Libre 
Short press review - July 2023

Le Patin Libre is the world’s first and only contemporary ice-skating company.

Vertical Influences, Threshold and Murmuration are our 3 full-evening pieces.

The company gathers high level figure skaters. They decided to abandon the stereotypes 
of the “On Ice” show-business to create a legitimate art of glide: our skating is 
sophisticated, exciting an worthy of the 21st century.

- The Guardian, 2015, UK“Vertical Influences will blow your mind.”

- Le Devoir, 2018, Canada“Le Patin Libre signs a mature work of art.”

- Le Figaro, 2016, France“An elegant, virtuosic and pure ice skating”

“...a new master-piece, epic and fascinating.” - Toutelaculture.com, juin 2022, France



Juin 2022, 
Toutelaculture.com, France

‘Murmuration’ review (translate)

Murmuration, figure skating 
flies away

Théâtre de la Ville proposes a new 
master-piece, epic and 
fascinating : Murmuration, signed 
by Le Patin Libre, presented off site.  
The Quebec company takes over the 
Asnières ice rink between June 23 
and 25th to present an ice 
skating choreography inspired by 
the movements displayed by 
thousands-strong swarms of star-
lings, before their migration.

This algorithm fascinates Alexandre 
Hamel, Pascale Jodoin and Samory 
Ba since more than 10 years. 
Recently, ornithologists and 
scientists understood that the 
murmurations, these movements 
of starlings before their migration, 
could be translated into 
mathematical formulas. The three 
artists inspired themselves from 
them and the result is striking.  A 
breathtaking choreographic piece 
on ice.

Layers of movements

No less than 15 dancers appear on 
the immense ice surface.  They melt 
into the smoke and darkness.  The 
music, very soft, dives the spectator 
into a contemplative ambiance.  One 
marvels as soon as the movements 
start : after a few solitary 
trajectories, the collective takes 
shape.  Their movements are in 
perfect harmony but delayed one 
from the others.  Everyone draws 
the others into a vast choreography.  
Each movement is necessary, 
natural, amazingly graceful.
(...)
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Nude, skewed and turbo�charged: the dancers weaving
a mesmerising magic

Lyndsey Winship

Dimitris Papaioannou’s show at Dance Umbrella is a painterly piece that leaves little to the
imagination, while Le Patin Libre deliver a haunting show on ice

Fri 19 Oct 2018 13.05 BST

L ondon’s Dance Umbrella festival has a knack for programming artists who seem to

inhabit genres of their own, like Le Patin Libre’s contemporary ice-skating (more of

which later) and the Greek choreographer Dimitris Papaioannou’s distinctive stripped-

back dance-theatre.

Papaioannou made his debut at Dance Umbrella two years ago and is still relatively unfamiliar to

UK audiences, but he has been making dance for 30 years and it shows. The craftsmanship is

immense and this is an accomplished piece of theatre that creates so much from very little. The

stage is an empty slope covered in large black tiles, and contrast is everywhere: dark versus light,

black clothes versus pale naked flesh. Quite a lot of naked flesh, as it happens. (Be prepared for
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(...) There is magic in Le Patin Libre’s shows, too. The French-Canadian figure skaters make a new brand of 
contemporary ice dance, all based on the ghostly glide, the ability to move at great speed while the body 
remains still. 
 
What’s so mesmerising is the way the dynamics of the movement and the group morph while maintaining the 
unbroken thread of the glide. They swell, flow, accelerate, stretch and contract the space between their 
bodies. They switch from legato to marcato. It’s hugely musical to watch. Their feet trace intricate patterns on 
the ice, but often it’s the simplest moments that are the most arresting, as the five skaters very beautifully just 
slide backwards and forwards, hypnotic as a swinging pocket watch.

This latest work, Threshold (                  ), brings a new level of emotion. Not a narrative but fleeting glimpses 
and fragments: moments of conflict between bodies clashing or dodging each other; the push-pull of a couple 
warily, or wearily, circling each other; a lone body left on the ice.

What they’re lacking is a stronger sense of the overall shape. The second half could do with more propulsion 
and, musically, the moody minor string soundtrack is muted and repetitive. But this is a group doing 
something that no one else is, and who, like Papaioannou, make you look afresh and with wonder at bodies 
moving.

October 2018 
The Guardian, UK
Review of ‘Threshold’ 
and of another work by 
another artist present in 
the same festival.



« Threshold », le nouveau spectacle de la compagnie canadienne du Patin libre.

(translated excerpts of the review)

The Canadian flag-bearer of a new art of skating born on the frozen ponds of Montreal intends to whip the show 
“On Ice” by making it tilt toward contemporary dance. And it works, as proven once again...

There is a desire to take flight in their movements, but also a need to confront matter through falling, rolling on 
the ice, whirling like a turtle overturned on its shell.

“The most contemporary and refined art can also appeal to the general public,” declared Alexandre Hamel in 
2016. Threshold takes up the challenge.

Their synchronism breathes deeply. Pure energy and choreographic abstraction release a gripping intensity. The 
force of expansion of glide emerges on infinity.

Juin 2019, Le Monde, France
Review of ‘Threshold’



January 2016 
The Stage 
Londres, UK

Review of ‘Vertical’ (second piece of the double-bill ‘Vertical Influences’

Watching Le Patin Libre is like dream-
ing about flying – it is a liberating, 
exhilarating, breathtaking experience. 
This quintet of former professional 
figure skaters have freed themselves 
from the shackles of sequins and 
judged technical perfection to create a 
new kind of ice dance.

There is a real sense of playing with 
movement and experimenting with 
kinaesthesia, executing feats of 
weight and balance, gliding in ara-
besque or deep plié and combining 
this with upper body twists and flowing 
release movements.

Here there are no score cards. The 
dancers luxuriate in being free. Like 
birds they swoop, or soar with arms

outstretched in arcs around the rink, with their everyday clothes (there’s not a rhinestone in sight) rippling in the 
cold air.

The once polished ice becomes sliced and hacked. The sound of skates scraping, spinning, and crunching, adds 
to a multi-sensory performance experience (we are outside, in the freezing air surrounded by the tremendous Re-
naissance architecture of Somerset House), and is incorporated into a percussive section as the group bang their 
blades in a tap dance rhythm, advancing diagonally across the rink.

The choreography is surreal at times: blank faces advance en masse to menacing music, like a scene from a hor-
ror film; they appear in front of you quicker than you think possible. At others it is playful, funny, quirky to the point 
of bizarre. The performers are sporty in a sense, with the strong, swinging arms of speed skaters, but it is their 
artistry that makes Vertical what it is: outstandingly brave and really rather brilliant.



August 2015 
Edinburgh, United Kingdom 

During the Edinburgh Festival and its Fringe, Vertical Influences 
receives many 5-stars reviews and ends up in third place in a list 
classifying the shows most highly rated by medias. More than 3000 
shows are presented during the Edinburgh festivals.



October 2014 
The Guardian 
Londres, UK 

Review of 
Vertical Influences

Contemporary dance on skates, ice dance without sparkles and mark-schemes – this is territory that has re-
mained weirdly unexplored. But the wonderfully fresh and inventive Canadian group Le Patin Libre are worth the 
wait: a quintet of bearded, dreadlocked, baggy jeaned dancers who spark with movement ideas that I’ve never 
seen on ice before, let alone on stage.

The group (four men and one woman) are former championship skaters and at moments they remind us of the 
fact, pulling off dizzying spins and spiralling arabesques with a fine insouciance. But much of Vertical Influences 
plays with choreography and imagery that rinses viewers of all conventional expectations.

In the first half, the dancers move together as an urban tribe. Accompanied by electronic beats and a lacing of 
melodic lyricism, they circle round each other at astonishing speeds, and in even more astonishing slow motion. 
They bait each other, bboy style, in risky shoulder and toe spinning moves, they hunker down in hiphop footwork 
or wheel into formations as high and free as flocking birds.

All five are joyously engaging performers, communicating a pure body rush of liberation and space. But they’re 
even more astounding in the second half, for which we’re seated on benches at the end of the rink. Down at ice 
level, with the expanse of the rink exaggerated by Lucy Carter’s clever lighting, the dancers sweep towards us in 
a flourish of danger, speed and frozen air. They divide and reform in choreography of exhilarating inventiveness: 
a solo of staccato footwork that slashes and slices the ice, kaleidoscopic configurations in which limbs and bod-
ies are angled into comic, impossible shapes.

It’s chilly down there on the ice, but Vertical Influences is one of those rare shows I could willingly have sat 
through all over again.
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2017,  Now, Canada Review of one of our shows in Toronto’s most distributed entertainment magazine.

Dance? Theatre? Circus? Figure-skating? None of these labels sufficiently captures what you’ll experience 
in Vertical Influences, which finishes its run – or should that be skate? – today at Ryerson’s Mattamy Athletic 
Centre (former home of Maple Leaf Gardens) and then travels to Scarborough’s Don Montgomery Arena on 
the weekend. (...)
A show like this – unlike anything you’ll see during the rest of the season – is what makes a festival like 
Luminato special.

In a specialized magazine, feature 
about the company and our 
upcoming new show

August 2019, Dance International 



September 2014 
London Evening Standard 
Londres, UK 

Weeks before the 
world-premiere of 
‘Vertical Influences’, a 
one-page special 
about ‘Le Patin Libre’.

“There’s a tangible 
adrenaline hit on both 
sides.  It’s thrilling but 
also utterly serene.”

October 2014 
Metro 
London, UK 

A few days before the world-premiere of ‘Vertical Influences’, 
one of London’s leading free daily newspapers considers the 
event as one of the  “Ten hottest tickets in town”.

Short TV feature about the 
company and an upcoming 
performance

January 2013 
BBC World, UK 



2015,  ArtZip, China In a chinese magazine, a review of performances in Macao and Edinburgh 
and a long feature on Le Patin Libre.



March 2014 
Nouvelles Hochelaga 

In a local weekly newspaper, 
an article about outreach 
activities surrounding a show: 
ice skating initiations, ice 
dancing parties, etc.

Translation: 
“A rink for all 
During the winter school 
break, about a thounsand 
people decided to participate 
in one of the many activities 
proposed by Patin Libre and 
to see their shows, which 
happened at Francis-Bouillon 
Arena.” 

March 2015 
RDI Matin 
Canada 

On the morning show of one 
of Canada’s national TV 
networks, our founder and 
skater Alexandre Hamel 
talks about the history and 
process of Le Patin Libre. 
These TV appearances 
teach people about our art 
and art in general,  They 
boost audiences for our 
shows and are educative.


